TREASURIES

Treasuries had a significant rally last week taking yields lower on weaker than expected economic data. ISM (Institute for Supply Management) Manufacturing and Non-Manufacturing fell to levels we haven’t seen since August ’16, and while the Unemployment Rate dropped to 3.5% (from 3.7%), Average Hourly Earnings came in at 0.0% month over month while 0.2% was expected. This was significant because Treasuries have been less data dependent and more news (China trade talk, etc.) dependent in the recent past. The 2 year Treasury began the week yielding 1.63% and closed Friday at a 1.40% yield. The 10 year Treasury began the week yielding 1.69% and closed Friday at a 1.52% yield. Economic data this week includes PPI (Producers Price Index) numbers to be released Tuesday, the FOMC minutes to be released Wednesday and CPI (Consumer Price Index) numbers to be released Thursday.

BROKERED CDs

CD rates were mostly unchanged when compared to the prior week. The number of banks in the market went down by 34, from 98 to 64. The total number of CDs available went down from 228 to 142. For a 3-month to 1-year ladder, there were 44 banks available for a total of $11mm with a YTM of 1.836%. The amount invested is lower compared to last week’s $16.25mm and the YTM is slightly lower from last week’s 1.863%. For a 3-month to 5-year ladder, there were 63 banks available for a total of $15.75mm with a YTM of 1.878%. The amount invested is lower compared to last week’s $23mm but the YTM is slightly higher from last week’s 1.876%.

MUNICIPALS

Municipal bonds rallied last week, taking prices higher and yields lower. The shift lower in yields was roughly parallel across the curve, as most of the curve finished the week 10-12 basis points lower than it started. The mun-Treasury ratio, a popular market measure indicating relative value of municipal securities, increased by over 2% last week, to ~88.5%, as Treasury yields fell more than their municipal counterparts. On the new issue front, $6.42 billion is expected to come to market this week, according to The Bond Buyer, with several large taxable deals on tap. The Massachusetts Water Authority (Aa1/AA+/AA+) is bringing a $597 million issue of general obligation taxable green bonds to market on Thursday. In another large taxable offering, the District of Columbia Water and Sewer Authority (Aa1/AA/AA+) will be issuing $343 million of public utility subordinate lien revenue refunding bonds on Tuesday. See the New Issue Calendar for additional transactions coming to market this week.

CORPORATES

Corporate bonds rallied alongside Treasuries pushing yields down and also tightening spreads across the curve. High yield index rates jumped significantly as their spreads widening for the week. This week’s investment grade corporate issuance is expected to be ~$15 billion according to a Bloomberg pole of dealers, the same projected amount as last week although only ~$10 billion came.
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